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PREFACE 
A numerical procedure of successive approximations for the 
analysis of flat elastic plates, simply supported, is presented in this 
thesis. The plate equations are expressed in finite differences; the 
solution is achieved by iteration. The accuracy of the solution is de-
pendent upon the number of cycles of iteration. 
The first part of the thesis is a sketch of the development of the 
general theory, which may be found in standard texts on flat plates. 
The second part is a numerical analogy to the algebraic solution 
of thin plates prepared for the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. 1 The 
numerical approach involves the use of the algebraic basic series only; 
the carry,...over and circulatory series are solved numerically. 
The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to his faculty 
and thesis advisor, Profesl:\()r Jan J. Tuma" whose invaluable personf;ltl 
and professional counsel during the course of the writers graduate 
work supplied much incentive for further study. 
1 Tuma,; Jan J, et al,. McDonnell Aircraft Corporation 
Research· Project No. 1, Oklahoma State University Library 
iii 
Special acknowledgement and appreciation is extended to the 
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation for their permission to use the ideas 
developed in their sponsored research project at Oklahoma State 
University as the nucleus of this the.sis; as well as the final results 
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CHAPTER I BASIC EQUATIONS 
L INTRODUCTION 
The object of this study is to present a procedure for the sol-
ution of the differential equations of second order for flat elastic plates. 
The equations are expressed in the .form of finite differences equati9ns; 
the solution is accomplished by iteration. Convergency of the iterat-
ion series is improved by a preliminary algebraic series solutfon of a 
basic set of 5 points-. 
The application of finite differences to tla.~ plates was intro<;i'.""' 
uced by Dr,. H .. Marc~s. (l)*The -~olution was a~hieved by Gaus.srs 
elimination or iteration. These methods are treated in standard texts 
in college· algebra. 
In order to reduce the error in the finite differences approxi-
matfon to the elastic .surface of f'lat plates to less than one percent, 
at least an eight .strip division must be used.. The resulting matrix 
yields 49 variables with their resulting 49 equations, the iteration 
.solution of which becomes quite laborio@l-: 
The proce.s:s of algebraie iteration developed by Tuma<2}I3)(4 ) 
affords a means to improve the rate of convergency of the iteration 
serie.s. The improved rate of convergency considerably reduces the 
* Numbers in parenthesis refer to bibliography at end of thesis. 
1 
2 
time and labor reqqired to solve the matrix of equations. At the same 
time, the purely mechanical procedure of iteration is preserved. 
Of the three series;introduced by Tuma, the basic, circulatory 
and carry-over series, only the b~sic series is used herein as an 
algebraic series~ The other series must exist; but are treated numer-
ically rather than algebraically. 
The writer ts. intereSt in this subject stems from the formal 
course in fiat plates taught by Professor Tuma at Ok]j:l,homa State 
Univer.sity. The application of the algebraic series to accelerate the 
numerical procedure is an outgrowth of the fla:t plates research project 
at Oklahoma State University.sponsored by the McDonnell Aircraft 
Corporation.. The proj'ect was directed by Professor Tuma; the writer 
was a member of the research g!'f)pp. 
The project repC)rt( 5) contains the full development and apr>licat-
ion of the algebraic series to flat rectangular plates having simply 
supported edges. 
3 
2. THE PLATE EQUATIONS 
In the general derivation of the plate equation, the following 
assumptions were made, 
a. ) The material is homogeneous and isotropic. 
b.) Deflections are so small in comparison to the dimen-
sions of the plate that they dtlmot affect the geometry 
of the plate .. 
c.) The material follow Hookels Law, and all deformations 
( 
are within the range of Hooke's Law for the material. 
d.) The edges are free to move in the plane of the plate; 
hence the edge reactions act normal to the plate. 




Coordinate Axes For 
The Plate Equation 
X 
t"t·t""--·_M .. 
The development of the general plate equations may be found in 
standard texts: on flat plates. 
The general plate equation is ! 
+ 2 
4 aw 
2 2 ax ay + 
q 
-, 
where w is the deflection of the plate, the positive sense 
where 
taken downward, 
9.i .· is the intensity of a<1a.,d per~nit area. 
Df is the flexure rigidity of the plate,: 
Eh3 D = 2 ;: 
12( 1-µ. ) 
E is Hooke's .Modulus for the material, 
h is the plate thickness, 
and µ is Ppisson' s ratio for the material. 
The shears and .mpments on a particle are shown in:F.ig. ·~- : • 
They are shown in positive ,l!lJ..ense. 
' 
y 
. Fig. 2 
M y 
Shears and Moment$ on a Particle. 




Shears and morr:i.ent are given · by the following equations: 
a2w _;· a2 Mx = - D ( + w ). f 3x2 µ . 2 
.&y 
---c 
;2 $~·;,, M :::;t Df ( . w + ) .... ay-2 µ y qX ( I - 3 ) 
( I - 4 ) 
2 2 & < a w 





~ . --:--2"" 
.ax a7 ( I - 5 ) 
Qy Df ,t ( t?w + ;a2w ) = - a7 ~ ~ ( I ... 6 ) 
The reaction at a corner of a simply .supported plate is given by: 
0 2 
R = 2Df ( 1 - µ ) ~ w 
· axay { I - 7 ) 
where R is-the vertical reaction, positive sense taken upward. 
: •: Eq;: (' I f.1 l can be expressed as two second-order equations .. 
'· \ 
Suriuning equations ( I - 2 ) and { I - 3 ) ,, 
whence 
M X i My = - D ( 1 + µ ) ( 4 + 4- ) ;1,· f ax .ay 
M +M X:, ·y 
( 1 + µ ) "" 
2 !:12 
... p (JW lf/W) 
.-:-r- + -=-z-
f ~x iy 
. Clilling 
M +M M ,., X y 
D( 1+µ) 
then 
) . ( 1-8 ) 
In operator form, the general pl.ate equation is 
a2 a2 2 2 
q ,:: Df ( 
ax2 
+ -·.~2 ) ( a w + a w ) 
ay ~ ay2 
,$ubstituting, 
'q ( a2 + a2 ) = 
ax2 -::-T ay 
( - M ) .,. 
hence, 




3! The Plate Equations In F.inite Differences 
I 
'TI.he Laplacian equations ( I-8}) and ( I-9 ) may be expressed by 
finite differences. The plate is divided into strips as shown in 
r 
F\i.g .• 3 
General Point Numbers 
. --._, 
In finite differences, for Eq. ( I-9 ) at point (x, y) , 




M - 2M + M . (x-1, y) ··• . • .. 23,y) ..• ()i+l,y) 
A-x 
p.nd 
1\1.C ... -2M +M . · 
,~ ~,y~:i) . ~' y) .. . (x, y+,1) 
Ay . 
Sill:nining· , and denoting Ax 
. . A;r. c n ' . ,. 
1 . + - M +nM. . 
n (x-1, y) · "'!*(x., y·lJ . 
M , 
. (x~ y) 
1 
+-M +nM 
n (x+l,. y) (x. y+l) 
In final form, Eq. ( I-9 ) is 
+ ~ M( -l ) + b M(' · A..l) X , y. X, y, 
. . .. ·. ~. 
p .· 
- (Xf y) = - M·· ·.· .. 
'N (x, y) 
+ a M · ..•. ··•·.· + b:.M . . · ... (x+ let y} ·. ·, (x, y+l) 
where the symbols a!'.e · :, 
p . ,: (x; y) 
1 
N = 
a = .. :~-- :, b :: n -.·• =I. 
·ir· 
Similarily, Eq,. ( I-8 ) in finite diff~rence;et : ya w(x~1,.Y) + b w(x,y-1) .. 
~ .. r. w(x,y) 
.. l: a w(x+l, y) + b w(x, y+l) 
M . 








( l~ 11 ) 
where if; = 
D N f 
In finite differences, the cro.ss-sectiona! elements of 
Eqts ( I-2, 3, 4 ) ar.e : 
and 
M ( ). = ·l/J Y x,y 
., J 
1-~ M :r::.if; . 
xy(x,y} C9 
+ a w(x-1, y) + µ b w(x, y-1) 
- 2 ( a+µb ) W(· ) x,y 
+ a w(x+l,y) + µ. b ·w(x,y+l) 
- 2 ( µ a + b ) w( . ) x,y 
+ µ a w(x+l,y) + b w (x,y-1) 




( 1-12 ) 
( I-13 ) 
( I-14 ) 
Sub.stituting Eq. ( I-8 } into Eqts ( I"-5, ~ ) , and expressing in 
finite differences, 
~(x, y) tt 
~(x,y) "" 1>x 
1 
I 
~(x-1,JJ - M(x+1,J, (I-15) 
9 
The corner reaction given by Eq. ( I-7 ) is 
R = 2M xy 
where M is e~~ated at the corner point. xy ,~ .. 









THE SOLUTiciN OF THE FINITE DIFF~ri.E16~,S EQUATIONS 
1~ . NUMERICAL ITERATION 
The diagonal system of finite differences. e~uations stat.ed in terms 
of EqJs ( I;.10 ) or ( I,,.11 ) may be :solved by methods of successive 
approximations., among wh,ich the most \iopuliir are : 
a .. ) Gaµs.s-Seidel Iteration 
b. ) · S01,1thw~U Relaxatioh 
The applicatib:p. ?f the Gau$.s:-Seidel rmmerj.eal iteration to the 
4nalysis of a plate. :problem foUqws~ 
A flat rectangular plate of constant thicl:µ,ess, loaded by a single 
. •. 
· !transverse force P applied at its center is considered. The phite is 
, simply ,gupported 'along all edges on a rigid foundation, and divided 
int6 36 rectangular finite strips as .sho~ ( Fig. ~ ) · 
.v~~~~&Y' 
. Fig .. 4 
Point Numbers for 
Finite Differences Equations 
11 
The numerical_ constants of Eq's ( I-10, 11 ) are : 
n i:: Ax = Ay 1 N 
,:: 4 
·1 b 1 a = T ::::, T . 
In terms of these valuS;s, Eqls ( Ii~lO, 11 ) become: 
- \x, y) "' 
- M(x, y) = 
''•if; 
+ __!_M + l..._M 4 (x-1,y) 4 (x~y-1) 
M (x, y) 
+ .l M + l_ M T (x+l, y) 4 (x, y+l) 
- p where 11. 13 - N and all other 11.vs = 0 . 
12 
(II-1) 
( Il-2 ) 
Eq. ( II·~ 1 ) is stated for each point of the plate ( Fig. 4 ) • The 
system of these equations is sho.Wn in Table la , and the solution of 
this system by numerical iteration follows in Table lb. The results 
of table lb are in terms of the M-coefficient k(. ) at the point divid-
x. y 
ed by N : 
M (x,, y) 
k (x, y) 
N 
A typical equation fnTable la is the equation for point 13. It reads: 
13 
The constant is to the right of the equality sign. 
It is: noted here ttiat as far; as any tB,ingie,' iteration is c:oncern_!'.". : 
ed,. the only points involved are tlwse immediately tq the left, right 
top: and bottom-of the point being iterated,. as indicated in Fig.:5; .'.. 
. I , . 
This obse,rvaitj.on iS put to use later,. in the algebraic iteration. 
- Fig. 5 
5 As.~-g:11ed Temp~rar-y 
·.· Srmple Support Ii:,. . ... , 
Assumed Edge Condition.a 
for Single Iteration Step 
14 
I/ Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 Ma M7 M8 M9 MIO Mll M12 M13 M14 M15 Ml6 Ml7 MIO M19 :rv120 M_21 M22 M23 M24 M25 ~ 




..L --,--- T 
I 
- I I I T T T 
I 
- I I I T T T 
I 
- [ 1 T T 
I 
- I I I 4- T T 
I 
..L 
-[ I T 4 T T 
8 I I -I I I T T T T 
I I 
-1 I I T T T T 
10 I -1 ..L T T 4 
11 I 
-I I I T T T 
12 I I -I I I T T T T -1., 
l:i I I -1 I I T T T T 
H I I 
-I I I 
-4- T -4- T 
lf1 I _!._ 
- I -'---,--
lG I -I I I ,.-
-.--- T 
17 I I 





-'-- -'-- ... L T -I 
19 I I 
- I I I -4- T T --:r-
20 
-.--- + - I I T 
21 I - I I 
-.---
-4-
22 I I - I I T T -4-
2'.i + -+- -I + 
24 I I -I 
I 
-.r T T 
2!") -4- -4- -I 
Table la 
SYSTEM OF MOMENT EQUATIONS~ 2 5 POIN(r PLATE 
, 250 , 250 . 2f,0 , 250 
. 063 , 125 . 125 . 00:1 , 250 • {JfJ3 . 125 , J 25 , 00:-1 
, 047 . 047 , 047 • 141 , 0·17 . 14.1 , 141 . 047 , 141 . 047 . 047 • 047 
5 . 024 . 059 , 024. , 0!}4 . 094 , 050 , 141 , 050 . 094 . 004 , 024 , 059 • 024 
. 044 . 044 . 044 , 097 • 044. . 007 , 097 , O•l4 . 097 , 044 , 044 , 044 
7 , 022 . 046 . 022 • 071 , 071 , 04U , Ofl7 , 040 . 071 • 071 , 022 • 04.(i . 022 
8 , 03j . 035 , 035 , 071 , O:i5 , 071 , 071 , 035 , 071 , 035 . 035 , 035 
9 . 016 . 035 ,·018 • 053 . Ofi3 , 035 , 071 , 035 . 05:i , 053 , 018 . 035 ,'OJ U 
10 , 027 , 027 , 027 , 054 , 027 , 054 . 054 . 027 • 054 • 027 , 027 , 027 
11 • 01-1 , 027 . 014 , 041 , 041 . 027 , 054 , 027 . 041 , 0-1 l , 014. . 027 , 014 
12 . 020 , 020 • 020 • 04.0 , 020 , 040 , 040 , 020 , 040 . 020 , 020 , 020 
13 , 010 , 020 . 010 , 030 . o:rn , 020 , 040 , 020 , 030 . 030 , 010 , 020 , 010 
I , 088 , 173 . 250 • 173 • o·(rn , 173 • 414 • 053 .• 414 . Hi':i , 250 , 653 1. 653 , 653 . 250 • 173 , 414 . 663 • 414 . 17:i , 088 , 173 , 260 , 173 , 088 
Table lb 
NUMERICAL MOMENT ITERATION, 25 POINT PLATE 
Final moments are : 
Ml = .088A13 M6 = . 1 73 A13 Mll ::: . 250 A13 
M2 = .173.\13 M7 = . 414 A13 M12 = . 653 A13 
M3 = .250A13 M8 = . 653 A13 M13 = 1. 653 .\13 
These results may be checked by substitution into Eq. ( II-1 ). 
For examine : 
At point 13 
4 \ ( 1.653 A13 )+4'( .653 A13 ) - A13 
- 1. 65'3 + . 653 - --1 
Error = 0% 
At point 3 
- ( . 250 A13 ) + ! ( . 173 A13 ) + {-(. 653) = O 
At pointl 
- . 250 + . 865 + . 163 = 0 
- . 088 + . 0865 - 0 
Error = om-n:1 ~,o . 
Error = 5 % 
This e_rror was incurred due to a limited number of cycles of 
iteration. 
The results of table 1 b are then used as starting values for the 
15 
second iteration operation. Eq. ( II-2 ) is stated for each point of the 
plate. 
16 
The system of Eq. 's ( II-2 ) is recorded in Table 2a and solved 
in Table 2b. The results of Table 2b are in terms of the deflection 
coefficient j( ) at the point multiplied by 1 In general form, 
x,y ----;;r;-N ·'f/ 
w(x,y) = 
17 
~ W2 W3 w, w, w6 W7 W8 w, w!O WI! ,Wl2 wl3 wl4 w!5 WIG wl7 WIB wl9 W20 w21 w22 w23 W24 w25 C I I T T • OBS 
-1 I 
4 , 173 
I 
-I I I T T T . 250 
I 
-I I 1 T T: T . 173 
I 
-1 I T T . 088 
I 
- I I T T 
I 
T . l 73 
-}- I -1 I I T T T , 414 
I I 
-I I -:- I T T T T , G53 
I I 
-I I I T T T 4 , 414 
10 I I 
- I 
-t-T T , 173 
II I 
- I I I T T -4- , 2flU 
12 I I -1 I I T .- T T , 053 
13 1 1 
-1 I 1 
_4-
-. T T 1, 65: 
14 1 I 
- I I 1 T T T T , 653 
15 . .L T -I ' 4 T . 250 
16 1 -I I 1 
.- T T .17:3 
17 l l -I l 1 . 414 T -::c T -4-
18 T T -1 T T , G53 
19 .L l -1 l 1 , 414 4 T T T 
20 1 1 -I I , 17:l T T T 
21 I -I I , 088 
--.-- T 
22 1 1 - I 1 . 173 T T T 
.L T 
-1 23 4 T T , 250 
24 I 1 -I 
I 
. 173 
--.-- T T 
25 1 1 -I , 088 T T 
Table 2a 
SYSTEM OF DEFLECTION EQUATIONSP 25 POINT PLATE 
. 088 • 173 , 250 , 173 . 088 , 173 . 414 • 653 , 414 , 173 , 250 , 653 1. 653 , 653 , 250 , 173 , 414 , 653 , 414 , 173 , 088 , 173 , 250 , 173 , 088 
2 . 086 , 189 , 250 , 189 , 086 , 189 , 412 , 684 , 412 , 180 , 350 , tl84 . 6!i6 , 684 , 250 , 189 , 412 . 684 , 412 • 189 , 086 , i80 , 250 • 189 , 086 
3 • 094 . 188 , 265 • 1811 . 094 , 188 , 436 , 433 , 436 • 180 , 285 . 433 , 684 , 433 , 265 , 188 . 436 , 433 , 438 , 188 • 094 . 188 , 265 , 188 , 094 
4 • 094 , 199 , 202 , 199 , 094 , 199 , 316 , 455 • 3Hl , 190 , 202 , 455 , 433 . 455 , 202 , 190 • 316 , 455 , 316 , 199 • OEM , 199 , 202 , 199 . 094 
5 . 100 . 153 , 214 , 153 , 100 , 153 . 328 • 310 , 328 • 153 , 214 , 316 .456 . 3lf.! , 214 , 153 • 328 , 316 , 328 , 153 • 100 , 153 , 214 , 153 , 100 
6 • 070 • 161 , 150 , 161 • 076 , 161 . 224 • 332 , 224 .lfil , 150 , 332 . 3l(i , 332 , 150 . 161 • 224 . 332 , 224 , 161 , 076 , 161 , 15·0 , 161 , 076 
1--· 
7 , 060 . us , lli3 , 113 , 080 , 113 , 241 , 224 • 241 . 113 . 163 ,224 , 332 , 224 , 163 , 113 . 241 , 224 , 241 , 113 . 080 , 113 . 163 . 113 • 080 
8 . 056 , 121 ,' 112 , 121 • 056 , 121 • 168 , 244 , 168 • 121 , 112 , 244 , 224 . 244 , 112 , 121 , 168 , 244 , 166 , 121 , 066 , 121 • 112 , 121 , 056 
G • 060 , 084 , 121 • 084 , 060 , 084 • 182 , 168 , 182 . 084 , 121 , 168 • 244 , 166 , 121 • 084 , 182 • 166 . 182 , 084 , 060 • 084 , 121 • 084 , 060 
JO • 042 , 091 • 084 , 0£11 . 042 , 091 '. 126 , 182 , 126 , 091 , 001 , 182 , 106 , 182 . 084 , Ofll • 126 , 182 .126 , 001 , 042 , 091 , 084 . 001 , 04_2 
11 • 046 • 073, , 091 , 073 , 046 , 073 , 137 • 125 , 13'1 • 073 . 001 , 126 . 1!!2 , 125 , 001 , 073 , 137 • 125 , 137 • 073 , 046 , 073 , 091 , 073 , 046 
12 , 036 , 068 • 067 , 068 , 036 • OG8 , 098 , 157 , 008 , 008 , 007 . 157 , 125 , 167 , 067 • 068 , 008 • 157 , 008 , 068 , 036 , 008 , 067 , 068 • 036 
13 , 034 • 051 . 073 , 051 , 034 , 051 . 112 , 008 , 112 , 051 , 073 , 008 , 157 , 088 . 973 . 061 ,· 112 , 098 . 112 , 051 , 034 , 051 • 073 , 051 , 034 
--
I . 892 1. 663 , 042 1. 663 , 892 I, 663 3. 10 l, 071 a.10-1 1, OG3 2,012 '1,071 5. 620 4. 07 2,042 1. 66, a. _19, 4,071 3, )04 ~. 60' • 892 1,663 2,042 1. 663 , 802 
Table 2b 
NUMERICAL DEFLECTION ITERATION, 25 POINT PLATE 
The results may again be checked by Eq. ( II-2 ) . For 
example: 
At point 1:3 
- ( 5. 626 ) + : ( 4. 071 ) = - 1. 653 
1. 555 1. 653 
Error c 5. 9 % 
A.t,point 3 
- < 2. 042 ) + +< 1. 663 ) + {-c 4. 071 >, = -. 250 
• 192 .250 
E(iror = 23. 2 o/o 
At point 1 
- (.892) + ! ( 1. 663) • 088 
• 050 = . 088 
Error = 43. 2 % 
18 
19 
2~ ALGEBRAIC ITERATION 
The analys.is of a flat plate by numerical iteration is a laborious 
and time,..consuming procedure. The convergency of the procedure can 
be considerabl»! improved by means: of special equations based on study 
presented in Ref. (5). The derivation of these equations follows. 
In order to simplify the symbols, an arbitrary point numbering 
system is used; the lattice and point numbers are shown in Figw 6. 
il.6 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2 4 
~6 27 28 ,/ 29 30 .; 31 32 33 
36 37 -1 38 39 40 41 ,; 42 43 
46 47 48 ,J 49 50"' 51 52 53 
56 57 58 59 v 60 61 62 63 
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
Fig. 6 
Point Numbers for General Algebraic Equation$ 
The matrix of equations Eq. ( I,_ 10 ) follows in Table 3. A 
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A five point set ( 40, 41, 50, 51 and 60 ) is isolated by 
assuming 
Then the algebraic iteration is performed in n- cycles. 
From the first cycle : 
'1) (1) 
M~oi ·= M60 = a 
(1) (1) 




From the second cycle : 
(2) (2) 
M M 2( a 2 + b2 ) a 40 C 60 ,:: 
From the n-th cycle 
(n) (n) 
M M 2(.a2 + b2 )n-1 a 
· 40 = 50 = 
(n) 
M50 ·= 
If this procedure is repeated an infinite number of times, the 
values developed at each point ( 40, 60, 49, 51 and 50 ) form a series 






The sum of such a series is easijycomputed and for tht[s part-
icular case 
M ( 1+2+ ..• +oo) = 
40 
M ( \+2+ •.• +oo) = 
60 
M. "' 1 +2+ ••. + 00 ) 
4~ 
( 1 +2+: .• + 00 .) -
= M51 , .. 
1 
where 
1 - ;2 a~ - 2 b 2 , 
a 
( II-3 ) 
It may be observed from }fig. :''Ji/thil't .. tlieJ, same result is ob-
tained by the relaxation of unit value at 50 and by carrying-over the 
relaxed value to the adjacent points by means of a and b respectively. 
This two ~p procedure forms the basi43 of the proposed procedure. 
b 
Fig" 7 





·., .. ;_Fig. 7 repr~sents pot oply a complete solution of the five 
point set ( ;30, 49 50, 51, 60, ) , but of any five po:i,nt set isolated 9y; 
a !,Similar assumption. 
. . ' .· .· . . ' ' . . . ·.·: :. . 
If now a new five point .set is assumed in the upper left corner 
. . ~, .. 
( 29 38,. 39 40 and 49 ) , the involved starting value at 29 (derived 
from the assumption of zero moments at '.1-9, 80 41, 50, 59, 48·, 37, 
and 28) is : 
I . 










M59 = ( II-4) 
x22 
(1) 
M61 = 2ab 
x22 
Finally, four more five point sets may be isolated adjacent to 
point 50. The left side five point set with the center at 48, the right 
side five point set with the center at 52, the upper side five point set 
at 30 and the lower side five point set at 70. The starting values at 










( U-5 ) 
( II-6 ) 
Thus it becomes apparent that the carry-over set values from 
the center of the inital five point set ( 50 ) to the centers of adjacent 
sets are of three types : 
!:i,.) Vertical = 2 a = A 
/ 
25 
b.) Horizontal ::: b 2 - B 
! 
c.) Diagonal = 2ab = D 
The graphical interpretation of these carry-over set value.s is . 
shown in Fig. a 1; '. • 
Fig .. 8 
. Carryi-Over' S,~t · · · .~~ 
Diagram 
· W~th the.se new starting v~lqes the algebr~ic iteratiori may be 
. . 
repeated .~d the same results as in the case of set (50) must be ob-
tained. The Eq's (II-4, 5 andi[ ~ ) are completely general and. apply for 
: • ' .I>, • • • • •• 
any five ppint set in the plate. 
. i . ' 
3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:- DIRECT 
Three ·special conditions occur in the application of Eq'.s 
( lI-4, 5, and 6 ) which necessitate modifying the equations. 
The conditions are : 
./·· •. ' .(l 
,i -
a. ) Left edge and right edge 
b. ) Upper edge and lower edge 
c .. ) Corners. 
26 
If the center of the point set is placer~ adjacent to the left edge 
or right edge as shown in Fig. ~a;~~d ):)_., the edge point always produces 
a zero :rri~ment, and thus does not contribute any values to the _ iterat-
ion. 
Fig. Ha Fig .. 9b 
Point Set at Left Edge Point Set at Right Edge· 
27 
For the left edge (:~g. 9a ), Eq. ( II-5) reduc:e.s to : . 
M( · l) = M( = 
· X, y- X, y+l) 
M = 0 (x-1, y) M· = ,{x+l, y) . (II-7a) 
1 
where 
1 - a 2 - 2b2 , • 
The carry-over factors then become ( from a point adjacent to 
.a left edge J ~ 
(L) 
. A(left) .,. O 
(R) .. 
A 2 
· (left) :: a 
(U). .·· 2 
B(left) = b 
(D) . 2. 
B(left) = b C ( II-.8.a:) 
(L) (R) 
D(left) = O D = 2.ab · (left) 
(D) 
where,, for example, B(left) reads: 
,, 
Carry ... over factor downward from a 
. point. adjacent to. the left edge .. 
The. set of values obtained by Eq ts ( II ... 7 ) will h~reafter be 
referred to as the 'relaxation set": the values obtained by Eql.s ( II-8 J 
.will be referred to as the "cap:ry-over set'' • 
For the right edge { Fig~ 9b ), Eq ( II-5 ) is cyclosymmetrical. 
.M ""M {x~y;..1) .. · (x,,y+l) l 'b xl2 C II,...7b ) 
28 
M a. O (x+lf y) ' 
( II-7b ) 
M (x.,y) ;::; 
The carry""'over factors are also cyclosymmetrical. 
(L) 2 (R) 





B(right) = B(right) = 
(;LJ (R) 
D(right) ~ 2ab D(right) = 0 
The diagrams. of Eqfs ( II-7.a and b ) and Eqls (8a anc1;b) are 
shown in Figis 1 O a and b"' and Figls l la and b.., reapectively. 
Fig. 10a 
lR,elaxation S~t Diagram -





X >= l-a2.se2b2 12 
Fig. l la 





. Diagram of Right 
Garry...,over Set 
Similar relationships can be derived for the upper and lower 
edges~ and for a corn~r. The final res.ult.s for upper and lower edges 
are .shown withput derivation in Figrs 12a and b ; the final results for 
any corner is shown in Fig. 13. For FigJs 12a and b and for Fig. 13,, 
and alf s:irn.ilar succeeding charts~ the values in the smaller rings are 
the relaxation set and tllose in the larger ring are the carry-overrset. 






;:\ 1 ... 2a2-b2 
x21 ' 
Dia gr.am of Upp.er Edge :;fie,laxation 




I . , 
Diagram of Lower E c;lge Re~ation 
: · and C:ar;i:-y4dver Seta ' · · 
30 
/ 
Upper or Lower Edge 
I . 
Right or Left Edge 
____ _) . 
Diagram of Corner Relaxation 
and Carry-Over. Sets 




4, BOUNDARY CONDI'l'IONS - INDIRECT 
The foregoing derivations for boundary conditions yiettd direct 
results, but when A~.~ Ay, they require the use of three additional 
converg1::mcy1factors, three additional vertical carry-over factors, 
three additional horizontal carry-over factors, and three additional 
diagonal carry.-over factors. Their use in a numerical application is 
quite cumbersome and creates a high probability of error~ 
· An alternate, though indirect, method has been found to yield 
the same results with a much more mechanical operation. Only one 
extra factor ( wh~ch is -1 ) is required,· which greatly simplifies the 
application. The derivation follows. 
At any edge., simply s.upported on a rigid foundation, 
iVI = 0 or 
X ' M "" 0 y 
and 
w "" 0 
From Eq. ( I..,2 ) 
D 
r?w 
+ µ. 2 
ay 
'flw Along a y--y boundary, the curvature ( a 2 ) is also equal to 
y 
zero, hence : 
= 0 
In finite differences., 
w ,,,,2w + w ""' O (x"'l,y) (x,y) (x+l,y) 
33 
Since w( ) = 0 at a rigid support .. 
x,y 
w . ~ - w (x-1, y) · (x+l, y) ( II-9a ) 
· Similarly, along an x-x boundary, 
( I]t-9b ) 
~q. ( II-9a ) is shown graphically in Fig. 14. 
~ginary Plate 
4 ~ -- . 7· Undeflected Position 
w -....... (x-11 y) '--- "-
---~-------~:,;,----~----------
Fig. 14 
Edge Conditions Along y-y Boundary. 
Fig. 14 implies that an ihflection point along a lip.e of zerp 
deflection is developed at a simple support. This can be accomplished 
physically by placing an imaginary plate at each of the four sides; each 
imaginary plate is identical to the real plate,. but is antf symmetrically 
loaded. A- ~tch of the re~l and imaginary plates for a concentrated 
. . 





Deflections of Real and Imaginary Plates 
Consiq.er a contin-qous :plate over a simple support. A load 
:X :1 1, is released ata point adjacent to the sup'port,. Sumultaneousl:)f 
a load :X :: -1 is released from a point,,adjacent to the support bpt on 
the other side of the supports as indicated in Figo: 16. 
From .Fig~· ,)$ ~ the total value at the support is zero., At 
( x+l.,. y) , there iS a final value of - 1- 11 . plus a value - 4 which 
x22 e22 
must be iterated. 
To achieve this result mechanically~ when the point (x+ 1.,. y) is 
iter.ated, the :X is multiplied by - 1- , which yields a fully iterated value 
x22 
for that loaq. the value - 1- is carried over to the imaginary point 
x22 
(x-1, y) by the regular carry~over factor A in the regular carry-over 
procedure. When dejstlred,~ the point (x-1. y) can be iterated.,. but it 































L. e., the surri of values at (x+ 1, y) is - 1 - which is fully iterated, plus 
x22 -
which must be ~terateq. A ~ ___.._. 
x2~. ~ 
The propf will now be given that the resulting totally iterated 
' ' 
values _obtained by this procedure are the same as those given by 
Eq:ts ( n~7a ) • 




· through the basic series which yfelds a new starting value + z--
x22 
This value is iterated through the basic series and the next starting 
A3 










/ x22 ~ aA 
A2 -~ 
~ x22 ~ A2 






~ X 22 ~ 2 + aA 
A3 ;r--
+ ~ X 22 ~ A3 





lndireet Algebraic Edge Series 
The iteration is repeated an infinite number of times.. The 
resulting series at ( x+ 1, y ) is 
lVI(x+l, y) 
1 
As before, the series is an infinite convergent geometric 
.series, Its sum is : 
M (x+l, y) 
Simplifying., where A 
M . "" 
, (x+l, y) 
2 
- a 
[ 1-.~ ]· . X. 22 
1 
2 2 1-a -2b 
37 
1 The re.Sult is then equal to · as it was defined. ''Si:milar-
x 12 
ly, the relaxation set values and carry-over set values can be shown to 
be equal to those of Eqts ( II-7a ) . 
The entire procedure can also be shown to be true by cyclo-
symmetry for an upper or lower edge, ( simply substitute B for A and 
b for a in the deriva~ion and the succeeding proof . ) 










Indirect Algebraic Corne~ Series 
Th.e series at the corner point is 
38 
Th O h S A B '"'· a 2 i_·. b 2 ,0 e sum 1s ~ w. ere "" + - " 
1 
2 2 
1 - a - b 





5.. PROPOSED PROCEDURE 
1" Before the tools previously developed are applied, ii must be 
noted that the series yields two types of values : 
a. ) The fully iterated values of the relaxation set, 
which will hereafter be caµe,d bala:n~ed values., and 
b. ) The carry--nver .set values which must be iterated, 
which will be hereafter called unbalanced values • 
Fig.19 is a combination of Figs, 7 and 8.. A v~Ule a is to be 
iterated at tl).e center point.. When multiplied by the balance factor 
") 1 
, it beco~.es fb a , where 
x22 1 
and is called the balance factor. This balanced value is then carried 
into the relaxation set by a or b, and into the carry-over set by 
A, B, or p. 
Fig. l9 
Distribution of Unbalanced Value, 
1 •• L 
\' 
41 
In Fig. 19, those values in the smaller rings ( the relaxation 
.set ) are fully iterated, and those in the l~rger rings ( the ,carry-over 
set ) become, Jhe new unbalanc·es al' a2~ a3, etc. Each of these £¥1s 
mu.st be balanced ( multiplied by fb) and then distribute·d. The new 
unbalance~ thus for;rned in the new carry-over sets must then be , 
balanced and distributed. The process is r~peated until the ~rror is 
within limits. 
The carry-over factors and balance factor for an interior point 
are :shown in Fig. 20, for a perimeter point in Fig. 21 and for a corner 
point in Fig. 22. For these figures, a'=fba; n is equal to µnity, or., 
Ax=Ay. 
Fig. 20 
Carry-Over Values at an Interior Point. 
/'--., '\-L Imaginary Point 
{ 1 I \ 
\~) 
Simply Supported Edg~ '- __.,, -1 (Unbalanced) 
Fig~ 21 
Carry-over Values at a Perimeter Point 
,... -"' 
11 \ \-av J. 
Simply Supported Ed~z ,1~ / 




\ 16 I 
,_/ 
Fig. 22 






The moment value$ of the plate of ahapter II, part 2, are again 
computed in Table 4,, where use is made of the improved convergency 
,. 
afforded by the algebraic series. The balance factorstand carry over 
factors are shown in FigV.s, 20, 21 and 22.. The procedure followed in 
Table 4 is : 
1. The starting loads are unbalanced values"' and 
unbalanced values are entered to the left of the 
mesh line at the point where they occur. {Fbr 
this example, there is only one starting value~ 
which is 1. It is entered to the left of this mesh 
line at point 13. ) 
2. Pick out the largest unbalance value"' ·Balance 
the value ( multiply by fb.) and enter the balanc,.. 
ed value to the right of the mesh ~E:) .opposite the 
unbalanced values. Cross out or underline the 
starting value to indicate it has been balanced. ( ! is entered to the right of the mesh line at 
point 13" and the starting value 1 is underlined .. } 
3. Carry-over to the relaxation set by multiplying· 
by the appropriate a or b« These value.s are ·. 
balanced values, and are entered to the right of the · 
mesh line! (These are the values 1. 333 ¥- ! 
El • 333 :to the right of the n1esh line at points 
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M=ITERATION WITH IMPROVED CARRY-OVER FACTORS 
4. Carry to the carry-over set by multiplying 
by the appropriate A or B. These values 
are unbalanced, and are entered to the left 
of the mesh line ( these are the values 
1. 333 x 1~ """ . 083 at points: 3, 1.1., 15, 
and 19 ) • 
5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the error is 
within limits. ( Any part, or all, of a group 
of unbalanced values at a point can be ,used 
as a starting value. ) 
6. Sum the balanced values for the final value 
at the point. 
45 
Particular attention should be paid to the imaginary points out-
side the boundaries of the plate in Table 4. A value carried into one 
of these imaginary points is II stored". When desired, it is carried 
baek ( without being balanced ) into its corresponding real point by 
the factor -1 . 
Table 4 is the iteration in part. The table was completed to 
an unbalance of . 03 and summed. The order in which those unbalances 
shown in Table 4 were released is : 
1. Point 13 - Line l 
2. Point 7 - Line 2 
3. Point 9 - Line 3 
4., Point 1 7- Line 4 
5. Point 19-· Line 5 
6. Point 11- Line 6 
7. Point 15 - Line 7 
8. Point 3 - Line 8 
.9. Point 23 ... Line 9 
10. The values in the imaginary points opposite 
the real points 3, 11, 15, and 23 were all 
carried back into the real points on line 11. 
The final sums are : 
Ml lat .. 084 A M6 = • 185 A Mll :::, • 253 A 
M2 :::, . 191 A M7 "" • 407 A M12 ,:: • 611 A 
Mg "" .253 A MB "" • 617 A M13 = 1. 601 A 
where A 1 "' -n 
Values at other points are symmetrical to these. 
The results: may be checked as before by substituting them 
into Eq. ( Il-1 ) . For example: 
; 
At ,point 13 
.[: 1. 601- + i- (. 611 ) + i- (. 617 ]A == -·A 




Error "' 1. 3 T//o ,· · 
At point 8 
t . 617 + + ( . 253 ) + f-(. 407 ) + + ( 1. 601 ~ A ;, O 
-.617 + .667 ~ 0 
Error = 7. 57!/o 
47 
At point 1 
t . 08 4 + i- ( .. 191 ~ A = 0 
- • 084 + . 096 ~ 0 
Error = 12 .. 5% 
These results of 'Table 4 are used as starting values for the 
deflection iteration., as in the numerical example ©f:' Chapter II, part 2. 
The same procedµre as used in Table 4 ap~lies also to the deflection 
table .• · 
From ']1able 4~ the following observations are made : 
(1) The relaxation set, once calculated_. served 
no function until the final summation. 
(2) Each va1ue ( when balanced by multiplying 
by fb ) was carried into the carry'"'over 
set by multiplying by the appropriate A 
or B.., where it was again multiplied by fb. 
From ( 1) it i:s deduc.ed that the relaxation s.et need not be 
entered in the iteration table. The iteration can be completed, the 
values· .sum~ed,. and these sums carried into the relaxation set by the 
appropriate a orb. This is a single-step procedure, and no unbalances 
are incurred. 
From (2) it is deduced that the unbalance carry-.over factors 
A,, B;r and D can be modified to include the balance factor fb" Thus when 
a balanced value ( .such as the value 1. 333 at point 13 in the first step 
in T!3, ble 4 ) i.s carried to the carry-over set it is balanced and ready 
'I . ,,,·: 
to be carried..,.over again C such as the value . 166 at point 7 of Table 4). 
48 
' 
With these two refinements, the solution of the same problem 
ia accomplished in Table 5.. The modified carry-over factors for 






= B :11 
0 
"' D f 0 















The diagrams for modified carryovers for an interior, 
perimeter.,. and corner points are shown in Fig. 23, 24, a:hd 25, 
re.spective!y. 
Fig. 23 




f "'f"l'i'" a I 
\ L.:. I 
......__....,,,. 
Fig .• 24 
-1 (Unbalanced) 
Modified Carry .... over Values at a Perimeter Point 
,,-, 
,,--
/ 1 '\ ( 1° a\ 
\ L~ I 
' ./ 




-1 (U n]lalanced) 
f ::t 4 b T 
Modified Carry-ov.er V aluea- at a Corner Point 
I 
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The procedure followed in Table 5 is : 
1. Enter all starting values to the left of the mesh 
line. Multiply each in turn by fb and cross out 
the starting value, since it has no further use. 
Enter the balanced values to the right of the mesh 
line. ( In Table 5, the only starting value is 1 at 
point 13,. which is mcltiplied by 1. 333 and this is 
entered to the right; the l is crossed out.) 
2. Distribute the largest value to the carry~over set 
1 J I 
by the appropriate A , B , or D ~ For the $ake 
of uniformity, these values are entered to the 
right of the mesh line. Underline the value just 
carried over" so it will not be used again. (':-qhe 
value 1. 333 is carried to 3~ ll, 15~ and 23 by the 
1 
. factor 12 . This is the value . 111 at those points. 
It is carried to 7, 9, 1 7 ., and . 9 by the factor } • 
This is the value . 222 at those points. The value 
L 333 at point 13 is then underlined. ) 
3. Repeat step 2 for all values which have not been 
distributed ( those which have not been under-
lined ) until the error is within limits. If several 
values occur at a point and have not been ~s-; 
tributed,, any part or all of them may be summed 
and distributed ( the order in which the points 
were releasep. are successively : l 3 .. 7, 9, 1 7, 19.., ,, . 
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M-ITERATION ivITH MODIFIED CARRY-OVER FACTORS 
. I 
4. When error is within limits,P sum the value, and 
carry over to the relaxation set by the appropriate 
a or b. Sum all the resulting values at a point, 
which is then the final value for that point. .( As 
in Table 4, only the first few cycles are shown 
in Table 5. Table 5 was run out to an unbalance 
of .. 02 and summed. The sums of Table 5 are 
entered into Table 6 i then each of the .starting 
values, in turn,P is carried into the relaxation 
set. For example in Table 6~ the starting value 
.. 474 A at point 7 is carried into points 2, 6., 8~ and 
12 by -}, which is the value • 119 A at those points.) 
,52 
Note that in u.sing the refinements, the need for keeping balanced 
and unbalanced columns was eliminated, thus eliminating the possibility 
of entering a number in the wrong column. All values in the modified 
met.h.od are distributed. Too, the need for multiplying each unbalance 
by the balahce factor was eliminated, thus cutting down on the number 
of arithmetic /operations and henee reducing the possibility of mistakes. 
Also, the carryover into the relaxation .set at each cyci:e was reduced 
to a one-step operation, cutting down further on the arithmetic operat-
ions. 
The final values from Tu.ble 6 are 
Ml 1"' .104 A M6 C .. 220 A Mll ,: • 29.9 A 
M2 r= .• 220A M7 ::, .474 A M12 :::, • 747 A 
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Table 6 
CARRY-OVER TO THE RELAXATION SET 
The results are 84!ain checked by Eq ( I-10 ) • 
At point 13 
t L. 737 + {- ( • 747 ~). ,; -1 ). 
.. 990 i!t 1 
At pointB 
54 
Error = 1 1o 
E • 747 + ; ( e 474 ) + -} ( L 737 ) + {- ( a 299 U A ,; 0 
At Point 1 
,_ • 747 + • 746 :,, 0 
t .. 104 + i- ( . 220 )] ). :c: O 
- • 104 +. • 110 :z 0 
Error = 0 "/o 
Error = 5 .• 8 °lo 
6. CROSS SECTIONAL ELEMENTS 
The equations of Chapter· .I., Part 3 are expressed such that 
the iteration may be run directly for the load P, where 
P = qAxAy .. 
The M- values are then : 
k 
M :,, (x. y)_ 
. (xJ y) N , 
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where k( ) i.s the coefficient from the M - iteration. Having the values x,y . 
of k from the M- iteration, calculate shears from Eq's ( I-15 and\16 ). 
Expressed in more usable form. Eq 1 s ( I-15 and 16 ) are : 
~(x,y) 
1 
[~x-1~ y) - k(x+l,y] = 2N Ax 
(III-1) 
~-(x, y) 
1 ~ - k ] - 2N Ay (x, y-1) (x., y+l) ( III-2) 
The defledi.on iteration is then run for Eq. ( I-8 ) using only the 
values k( ) 9 yielding for deflection : x,y 






and j( ) is the coefficient from the w- iteration. 
x,y 
When .these values for ware substituted into Eq's· ( I-12 ) • , 
p-1~ and(I-14}~ the resulting equations are: 
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( III-3) 
+ b" + . l µ J(x.,y+l) aJ(x+l,ylJ 
1 I, . 
= - N['aJ(x-1, y) + bj( ..... 1) - 2(µa+b) j(. ) x,y x.,y (IIT-4) 
+ b" + . l J(x,y+l) µaJ(x+l,Y!J 
Mxy(x,y) = :~ 5x-l,y-1)- \x+l,y-1) - j(x-1,y+l) + j(x+l,y+l)J 
( m-5) 
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7. TABLES OF CARRY-OVER AND BALANCE FACTORS 
The carry""over factors and balance factors for various values, 

















1~ 0 4~bo 
\ 
1, 1 4q· 02 
1, 2 4.07 
1. S 4.14 
1 .. 4 4.23 







1 f :,: 
0 2 2 1-2a -.2b 
a b A B 
• 400 • 100 • 160 •. 0100 
• 367 • 133 • 135 • 0177 
4~26 • 165 • 112 • 0272 
)~ 305 • 195 •. 0930 • O~ij O 
• 216, • 224 .0762 . 0502 
.. 250 • 250 • 0625 • 0625 
., 226 • 274 • 0511 .0751 
• 205 • 295 ~ 0420 • 0870 
• 186 .. 314 ~ 0346 • 0986 
1. 69 • 331 ~ 0285 • 1095 
.. 154 • 346 023v .1198 
Table 7 
A = a 2 
· B = b 2 
D = 2a.b 
D fb 
• 0800 1. 515 
• 0976 i-1430 
.1106 • 1385 
• 1190 • 1355 
• 1236 1. 340 
• 1250 1. 333 
• 1240 • 1338 
• 1210 1~ 348 
i 
. 1168 1. 362 .. 
• 1118 1 .. 381 
• 1066 1 .. 401 
CARRY-OVER AND BALANCE F l\.CTOR~ 
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The modified carry-over factors are listed with their regular 
balance factor for various values of n in Table 8. E 4 pressed }math-
ematica.L1.y"" the factors are : 
fb 
1 
!al 2 2 1~2a -2b 
At :::, fbA 
The factors a, b,, A,, B~ D and fb are listed in Table 7. 
-
n fb AJ B' DI 
.-
. 5 1. 515 .2420 •. 0152 • 1210 
• 6 L. 430 • 1930 • 0253 • 1395 
,. 7 1. 385 .1550 • 0377 1. 530 
-
.. 8 1. 355 • 1260 • 0515 • 1610 
~ 9 1.340 .1020 • 0673 • 165.5 
1. 0 1. 333 • 0833 • 0833 • 1667 
1. 1 1. 338 • 0684 • 1005 . 1660 
1. 2 1. 348 • 0566 • 1170 • 1630 
1. 3 1. 362 • 0471 • 1340 . 1590 
i. 4 L. 381 • 0394 • 1512 . 1541 
1. 5 1. 401 • 0332 . 1680 • 1492 
Table 8 
MODIFIED CARRY =OVER FACTORS 
CH A P':T. ER 
III 
N U M E R I C~·A L E ~· A M P L E S 
CHAPTER ID NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The procedure wiU be demonstrated in two typical problems. 
The moments and shears will he ealc:ulated at specified points: .. 
Example 1 
II 
A .squar.e steel plate~ 101 .each way and } thici:k~ is: simply 
: supported .at all. four edges. It is loaded by a concentrated load of 
1250.lbs. at its: center. Compute the maximum .stress in each direction, 
the shear .at the .midpoint of each Side, and the corner:.reactions.. Take 
p = · .. 3 s and neglect dead load in thisr computation.. f 
Solution 
A fair degree of accuracy can be obtained by a six-.s:trip mesh 
(25 points:). For this me:sh.,. with unit load at the center~ the M..,values 
are those previously calculated.. The final values are shown in Table 6 
for unit load. 

















"' - ""1r N 
60 
The deflection iteration iS run for these values of M .. (M-values 
at. other points are sym:m.etrical") 
For a square plate with six divisions,. 
10 X 12 
6 "" 20
11 
Fig.s .. 23, 24~ and 25 show the modified carry-over factors .. 
The M-values are entered in Table 9 and balanced (multiplied 
by fb). The procedure outlined on page 50 is followed. 
Final deflections,. from Table 9 are : 
1 
wl = 1468 Ni/7 2669-· 1- 1 w6 = wll = 3206 Nij; Nif; 
1 
w2 = 2669 Ni/J 
1 . 1 
W7 "" 5049 Nif; w12 let 6187 Nif; 
1 
w """" 3206 Ni/J 3 
. 1 
. ·. 1 
w8 "" 6187 Nif; w13 = 8034 Nij; 
From inspection" the maximum value of defle.ction is seen to 
' 
occur at the center. Its value iS : 
where 
Ax L = 6 




::0 20 11 
:;:: 20 11 
Eh3 
~ 1-µ;: 












DEF,LECTION ITERATION =CONCENTRATED LOAD 
whence : 
"" .583tl 
The maximum moment occur:s at the center, and is equal in 
both direction~ x and y. Substituting into Eq .. ( II ... lla) ,. 
~ M i:t 
Y· 4+>c 6187 > + c. 3 >(-} )(61871 
-2[3--+(.31,+i ( 8034} 
The shears at the midpoints of each side are equal, and are 
obtained by :substitution into Eq. ( ll ... lOa ) • 
1 1374..,(-374),,, 
(2)(4)(20) L ~ 
:a 4. 68 lb. per,~ in .. 
374 
80 
Th.e corner reaction is obta.ined from Eq .. ( II-13 ) and 
Eq. ( u ... 12 ) : 
62 
Ex:ample 2 
~ to 2( 1~ 3 ) [+(-1468)-(+1468)-(+1468)+(--1468~ 
4(4)~ ~ 
'°' "" l:.i_ ( 1468) 
:16 
:= - 128 Lb. per in. (downward) • 
II 
A rectangular steel plate 1 O ft. x 15 ft ... } thick., simply 
63 
supported on all sides: is loaded by a transverse unif~rm load of 
100 lb;S2 · .. Compute the center deflection and the corner reactions. 
. ~ . . . Th 
Take µ=. 3 and the weight of steel at 490 ~· 
c. ~~ 
Solution 
For the pu:ryose of i\lustrating the use of unequal carry.,,,over fi'-ctors , , 
I 
the plate: is divided into 30H sb1:ps: in the x ... direction and 24 11 strips in 
the y ... direction. The resultant .20-point mesh has no numheretj. point 
at the center of the plate; the central deflection will have to be inter,.. 
polated. 
The starting values .are the equivalent concentrated loads P at 
each point of the mesh~, 
:::. 720 q 
For the moment iteration, ail starting values P are tak~n equal 
to unity; the results must then be multiplied by 720 q for the final 
values.· 
The plate with i'tts mesh of points and equivalent concentrated 




Point Numbers for Example 2 
The earry .... over factors and balance factors may he calculated 
or int;erpol,at.ed from Tables 7 and 8~ 
N ""'· 4~ 100 
£ iai L 355 
:b 
a n • 195 
b n ,. 305 
n "" 
1 A "" .0515 
:f 
B ·~ ~ 1260 
l 
:0 "" .. 1612 
The diagram for these factors is .shown in Fig. 2?. 
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Fig. 27 
Carry-·over Diagram for n::: 1. 25 
Table 10 is the moment iteration for starting values of unity. 
The results of Table 10 are then the starting values for Table 11. 
The results of Table 11 are, (for P = 1 lb.) : 
1 1 
wl - 16.194 Nij; w6 = 25. 457 NiJ; 
1 1 
w2 = 25.758Nl/J W7 = 40. 99a. NiJ; 
1 1 








DEFLECTION I'TERA'TION-·UNIFORM LOAD 
The total uniform load qt is : 
whence: 
1 1 1 
== (450)( 1728 )(y) + (100)(144) 
: e 836 lb 
. 2 1n. 
P == (. 836 )( 720) "' 602 lbs. 
The final defleetion coefficients for use in the equations of 
Chapter II, Part 6, are : 
jl - 9,749 j6 "' 15,325 
J2 ~ 15,506 J7 "' 24,679 
j3 "" 17,605 j8 "' 28 .. 374 
The corner reaction is computed from Eq. ( II-13 and -12 ) . 
"' 2 ( l - ~ 3 2 ) [-9749 - 9749 - 9749 - 9749] 
4(4. 10) - . 
-812 lbs. 
iri~ 
· The central deflection can be founp. by linear or parabolic 
interpolation. The ordinates for parabolic interpolation are shown 







j :,t -12. 2 3 6 x 2 + 4 9 .. 3 6 9 11- -+---r-
j(Max) 
Fig. 28 
Ordinate.s for Parabolic Interpolation 
The curve is fitted to the second. order pa:rabol~.: 
j :,: -12. 236x2 + 49. 36q 
At x == 0, j(lVIax) 49.269 
In :fbrmula form, . 
where L 6 is the length of the shorter side. 
In inches,. 
4 
• 0802 (• • 836 X 6120 1 3) 
w(Ma,x) ,at 
30 x 10 x C2) 





The results of Example 1 are recorded in Table 12 and compar-
ed with the results obtained fr,om Ref. (5). 
I 
,Line Point 1 3 13 Time 
1 Moment-Ref. (5) .115 .. 308 1. 769 
~ 
2 Moment...:':Qable lb .. 088 .. 250 1. 653 
15ffmin .. 
Error 2-3. 5"% - 1a. a cz .· 6 .• 56 % \. 3 
4 Moment-Table 6 .104 .. Z99 L. 7'37 
55 min. 
5 ::Error 9.6 % 2. 9 7.: l. 8. /o 
6 Deflection-Ref .. (5) L,322 2.'911 7. 355 
7 Deflection ... Table 2b • 892 2.042 5. 626 
190 min. 
8 Error ·3:2:_.5 % 2.a .. 9 % 43 .. 5 "1o 
.9 Deflectim.i.,..Table 9 1.-174 2. 564 ·, 6. 42.7 
70 min. 




COMP ARISON(QF RESULT~ 
The deflection values shown :Jn.- line:·_ 9 . : are those ih 'table .9 
divided by 1250 to re1!1uc~ the:rn to unit !pad for the comparison. 
The last column indicates the time required, for the solution. 
Table 12 indicate:s that a gre,ater degree of a,cctiracy was obtain-
ed in less than half the time when compared to the straight iteration. 
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